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Aims of the session

● Walk attendees through the technique for each of the skills 
assessed at GCSE

● Demonstrate how to apply this technique to exercises on our 
online platforms Kerboodle and This is School

● Address any concerns or questions from attendees



KerboodleKerboodle



Kerboodle



LISTENING - How to make the most of preparation before doing a question



Listening strategies with 

Get the transcript up from the 
Resources folder

Listen to the file on Kerboodle 
and read the transcript 
simultaneously

Underline words you recognise.

Play the sound file, pause after a 
sentence, repeat the 
pronunciation. Resume and 
repeat.



Listening strategies with 

Play the video and read 
transcript. Use exercises.

Use snail to slow speed.



READING - How to break down a reading passage before attempting the questions



Reading strategies with 

Apply the strategy to every text. Encourage 
annotations and thinking about the text 
itself BEFORE looking at the questions.
Use the toolkit on Kerboodle to add 
electronic annotations.



Reading strategies with 

Complete the 
comprehension and gap fill 
exercises.



STEP 1: Read 
through the source 
text at least twice 
through.

STEP 2: Scribble in the 
margin key words that you 
recognise and meaning in 
English.

STEP 3: Underline the 
verbs and identify the 
tenses.

STEP 4: Who is 
associated with the 
verbs? Identify.

FINAL STEP: What do you 
have left over? Interpret from 
the context and translate.

STEP 6: Translate what you 
have identified into English in a 
paragraph/separate lines.

STEP 5: Categorise the detail 
e.g. time phrases, manner, 
place, nouns. Don’t forget to 
dissect longer words to 
interpret meaning!

TRANSLATION INTO ENGLISH



Translation strategies with 

Go to ‘Resources’ on Kerboodle textbook homepage and type in 
Translation.
All worksheets related to translation will come up.
Write each translation out by hand, following step by step process.



Translation strategies with 

Practise the language at word level. Vocab linked to AQA vocabulary 
lists.

Ensure vocabulary is practised in context - recognise, pronounce 
and use the word!



Verb

Detail

Opinion

Justification

Emphasise

Tenses

Hypothesise

I went to the cinema yesterday with my friends in town. 
I thought it was super. The film was great. 



Lifesaver phrases - essential verbs in past, present and future

Exercise books - consolidate their assessments! Look at enforced 
errors and target!

Keep it variety filled!



Other brilliant resources



Final questions and thanks


